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Abstract: In this paper, we present the knowledge-based system rosa working on

spatial and functional organizations in agriculture. The reasoning in rosa combines

hierarchical classification, case-based reasoning, and qualitative spatial reasoning. The

goal of the system is twofold: formalizing and building a case base holding on farm

spatial and functional organizations, and helping the analysis of new cases. Domain

knowledge and cases are modeled with the help of the so-called spatial organization

graphs (sogs), and represented within a description logic system. Hierarchical case-

based reasoning, involving classification and qualitative spatial reasoning, is used to

compare and explain farm spatial structures modeled by sogs. An example of case

retrieval is proposed, followed by a global discussion on case-based reasoning in the

rosa system and related work.

Key Words: case-based reasoning, hierarchical classification, graphs, description log-
ics, spatial structure analysis, agronomy.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we present a knowledge-based system, called rosa for Reason-
ing about Organization of Space in Agriculture, currently under development
in collaboration with agronomists. The reasoning in the rosa system follows
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the principles of case-based reasoning (cbr), where previously solved problems
and their solutions, called cases, are used for solving new problems. The un-
derlying assumption of cbr is that similar problems have similar solutions or
similar problem-solving methods [19, 1]. In our research work, cbr relies on
the agronomic assumption that there exists a strong relation between the spa-
tial and the functional organizations of farms, and thus, that similar spatial
organizations correspond to similar functional organizations. According to this
assumption, and given a set of previously studied farm cases, the rosa system
has to help agronomists to analyze new problems holding on land use and land
management in farms. Actually, the goal of our research work on this system
is twofold: formalizing and building a case base on farm spatial and functional
organizations with regard to environmental questions, and helping the model-
ing and analysis of new cases. Furthermore, original research results on spatial
knowledge representation and reasoning arise from this study, and are presented
hereafter.

In a first step of the present work, a model of the domain knowledge has
been proposed, in accordance with agronomists. This model is based on spa-
tial organization graphs, or sogs, with labeled vertices and edges. Relying on
these spatial organization graphs, farm spatio-functional cases have been de-
signed: they mainly consist of a description of the land use, and an associated
explanation linking spatial and functional organizations.

In a second step, the sogs and the cases have been represented within a
knowledge representation formalism, namely the description logic (dl) system
racer [15]. In this way, reasoning in the rosa system relies on an original com-
bination of hierarchical classification (in the description logic sense), case-based
reasoning and qualitative spatial reasoning. In particular, spatial transformation
rules are used for building similarity paths between sogs. These paths are used
in the case-based reasoning mechanism for comparing problems and adapting
the solution from a source case to a new target problem [24].

The paper is organized as follows. The second and third parts present the
context of this study and the modeling problem. The fourth part holds on spatial
knowledge representation within description logics. We detail the case-based
reasoning process in the fifth part and give an example of case retrieval in the
sixth part. Finally, we discuss the present work, give a comparison with related
works, and conclude.

2 The agronomic context

Agronomists of INRA-SAD1 analyze and model land use and farm practices to
answer environment and land management problems [10]. They perform inquiries
1 INRA is the French research institute for agriculture and agronomy. SAD is a research

department dealing with farm systems and rural development.
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in various regions and study both farm spatial and functional organizations. They
especially study two types of environment problems: in the Causses region (south
of France), they focus on scrub invasion2; in Lorraine (north-east of France), the
problem is water quality. These two types of problems are closely related to
land use and more precisely to the spatial and functional organizations of farm
territories. For example, in the Causses region, scrubs invade rough grazings if
the grazing pressure of the ewe herd or the direct actions of the farmer are not
sufficient. In Lorraine, water pollution is linked to corn, that is used for cattle
feeding and that is cropped mostly on draining limestone plateaus.

For acquiring knowledge on the relationship between spatial and functional
organizations of farm territories, agronomists have conducted farm inquiries.
They have collected several information pieces like farm technical, economical,
historical and geographical data. They have used the information given by the
farmers and their own knowledge to produce synthetic maps of farm territo-
ries that express both the spatial and functional organizations of the considered
farms. These maps are called farm choreme, because they rely on the elementary
choremes formalized by geographers for modeling land organization and dynam-
ics [5]. Elementary choremes are used as a guideline to recognize the principles
of a farm spatial organization. Farm choremes are used to help comparisons,
diagnosis, and management propositions on land use [20].

A farm choreme describes the spatial organization of fields, buildings, roads
involved in land use and land management. It shows spatial structures that
are interpreted by agronomists with respect to the farm functioning [29]. For
example, Figure 1 shows a farm choreme modeling a farm in Causse Méjan,
in the Causses region. The Causse Méjan is a high plateau (between 800 and
1200 m high) used by extensive sheep farms for milk or meat production. The
territory of farm A is about 500 ha, and its ewe herd is about 400 animals with
two lambings a year, in spring and in autumn.

The farm choreme of Figure 1 synthesizes the following inquiry informations.
– The farm territory is made of two connected allotments, denoted by a1 and

a2; the first one is centered on the farm house and the sheep pen, with an
easy access to the main road; the second one is farther and linked to the
sheep pen with a farm path.

– The areas near the sheep pen are used in spring and autumn by high need
animals (i.e. ewes that have just lambed): a small crop field (c1), two blocks3

of “nougats” (b1, b2), that are paddocks with small fields inside. The animal
travel is minimized and the watch over is easy.

– The “nougat” (n1) is rather used in autumn when the farmer has time to

2 The areas invaded by scrubs are progressively abandoned by the animals and lost
for the farmer.

3 A block is a set of crop fields, or paddocks, etc., that are close and managed in the
same way.
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Figure 1: A choreme modeling a farm in Causse Méjan (south of France).

lead the animals across the road.
– The rough grazing denoted by g1 is near the farm house, bordered by the

road and the coast and thus easy to watch over. Since the sheep pen is near,
animals do not go away.

– The rough grazing denoted by g2 is used only when there is no more grass
in the rough grazings denoted by g3 and g4. Then the herd goes to rough
grazing g2 where grass remains green in summer (this area is shady and
woody). The ewes naturally go back to the sheep pen through the rough
grazing g1 (the inverse way is not natural).

– Rough grazings g3 and g4 are farther and used in summer to maintain
animals (lambs are weaned, ewes are still not mated). To reach the rough
grazings, the farmer guides the herd to the farm path, and the ewes then
go to the rough grazings g3 and g4. Thanks to the water point, the herd
can sometimes stay outside at night, otherwise it goes back to the sheep pen
every day. The wood (w1) shelters the herd from summer heat. The small
crop fields can be opened to pull the herd towards the rough grazing borders
and thus spread the grazing pressure over the whole area.
To summarize, the farm territory is ex-centered, the paddocks near the sheep

pen are used homogeneously during almost all the pasture season while the rough
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grazings are less used (wrt their surface) and only in summer. To better control
scrub invasion on the farm territory, the paddocks near the sheep pen could be
used in a more precise way, and the rough grazings should be cut into small
paddocks encircling the water point. In this way, using the small fields and the
wood, the grazing pressure should be easier to manage and to spread over the
whole surface.

3 Modeling spatial and functional organizations

According to the objectives of the rosa system, we have to define spatio-
functional cases, that are spatial structures associated with functional expla-
nations. That for, we rely on the synthetic information of the choremes, and
computer scientists and agronomists have worked together to transform the
choremes into spatial organization graphs. This work has lead to three main
results. Firstly, we have specified the concepts used by the agronomists to de-
scribe farm spatial and functional organizations. Secondly, we have defined a
set of farm spatio-functional cases. Finally, the transformation of choremes into
graphs has, in turn, led the agronomists to improve the graphical representation
of farm choremes [6, 21].

In this section, we detail the domain model of farm spatial and functional
organizations, and we give examples of farm spatio-functional cases.

3.1 A model of domain knowledge

As mentioned in the previous section, the agronomists use several terms for
describing spatial and functional aspects of farm organizations, such as:
– land use: crop fields, paddocks, rough grazings, temporary meadows, etc.
– buildings and farm equipments: farm house, sheep pen, water point, etc.
– morpho-geological types : plateau, coast, low and high areas, etc.
– livestock : lambs, ewes, dairy cows, etc.
– farm functioning: lambing, feeding, grazing management, etc.
– spatial and spatio-functional relations: border, near, far, separate, lead, etc.

The same term may cover various concepts, depending on the considered farm
system or the region. We have thus defined two hierarchical domain models,
one for Lorraine and one for the Causses region, that include the description of
the elements listed above, and that can be considered as domain ontologies. For
example, Figure 2 shows a part of the Causses domain model, denoted by HCC .
Spatial regions are clustered into three categories, i.e. surfaces, lines and points,
involving specific spatial properties, e.g. a point may be inside a surface but not
the converse. Points correspond to buildings and equipments. Lines correspond
to roads, paths and rivers. Surfaces are categorized with respect to the land
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use: for example rough grazings, “nougats” and paddocks are grasslands, while
crop fields, “almonds” (i.e. crops surrounded with a grass band) and temporary
meadows are arable lands.

Wood
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Figure 2: The HCC domain model for the Causses region (partial view: land use,
buildings and equipements).

A third specific hierarchical model, denoted by HCR, has been designed for
spatial relations. This hierarchical model relies on qualitative models of spatial
relations proposed in [7, 16, 33]. The relations describing farm spatial organiza-
tions are organized according to the usual three categories, topology, distance,
and orientation, within the HCR hierarchy. For topological relations, we rely on
the axiomatisation of mereotopology based on the connection and convex-hull
primitives, that include the following relations: proper part (PP), contains as a
proper part (PP-1), identical (EQ), partially overlaps (PO), disconnected (DC),
externally connected (EC), inside, p-inside, outside, etc. [33, 9]. Regarding qual-
itative distance, we define two granularity levels as proposed in [7]: the first
level includes three categories, namely near, medium, and far ; the second level
includes four categories, namely very-near, medium-near, medium-far and very-
far. Regarding orientation only the between relation and some specializations
(between with or without connection) are considered. Orientation and distance
relations can be axiomatised in conjunction with mereotopology by adding a
sphere primitive, as proposed in [30, 3]. The hierarchy of relations HCR is par-
tially described in Figure 3.
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Beside TouchSeparate Go-throughLink Border

Figure 3: The spatial relation hierarchy HCR, inspired by [31]. Spatio-functional
relations are related to spatial relations (dashed lines).

Moreover, the spatio-functional relations used by the agronomists to describe
farm organizations are clustered with respect to the HCR hierarchy. For example,
touch and border are EC relations, go-through is a PO relation, while beside is
a very-near relation, and separate is a between relation. It must be noticed
that spatio-functional relations are described in the domain model of the rosa

system, but spatial reasoning is performed on the spatial relations only, as shown
below.

Furthermore, since our objective is to manipulate and to compare structures,
we have defined a set of pragmatic spatial transformation rules. Transformations
rules are of different types. Some of them are based on the neighborhood of
spatial relations in HCR, as it is done for RCC-8 base relations in [33, 8]. For
instance the two relations EC and DC are neighbors, as well as EC and PO,
or very-near and medium-near. Transformation rules also include composition
of distance and topological relations as discussed in [7, 12, 32]. Finally, we have
designed specific transformation rules that rely both on spatial relations and on
characteristics of spatial regions.

For example, we have introduced the following rules, which apply to specific
spatial relations (see Figure 4):
– Tr-1 (Inside,Near): if a region A is inside a region B that is near a region C,
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then A is near C.
– Tr-2 (Between-2EC): if a surface B is between a surface A and a surface C,

where A is connected to B and C is connected to B, and if A and B can be
unified into a unique surface A+B, then A+B is externally connected with C.

– Tr-3 (Between-2EC): if a line L is between and connects a surface A and a
surface C, and if L can be removed, then A and C are disconnected.
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Figure 4: Spatial transformation rules Tr-2 and Tr-3.

It must be noticed that our objective is not to define a complete table and
an axiomatic model of composition on HCR relations – this work remains to
be done – but instead, to specify a number of pragmatic and working rules for
comparing farm spatial organizations, within the cbr process (see section 5).

3.2 Farm spatio-functional cases

A spatio-functional case corresponds to the description of a spatial structure and
the associated functional interpretation. It is used as a reference for interpreting
farm spatial organizations. Actually, a case is restricted to a part of a particular
farm: in this way, a farm is described by several cases, at various scales. A case
is modeled by an explained graph, denoted by e-sog, associating a sog with
an explanation. An explanation is a textual statement (plain text), that can be
rather complex, holding on the functional interpretation of the current spatial
structure. A sog is a bipartite graph composed of labeled vertices and edges.
The label of a vertex denotes a spatial entity (in HCC) or a spatial relation (in
HCR). A spatial entity is always related to a spatial relation and reciprocally.
The edges are labeled with terms referring to the role played by the spatial
entities within the relations, mainly subject or object.

Figure 5 shows three cases associated with the farm depicted in Figure 1.
The e-sog denoted by A is a model of a particular spatial structure with an
associated explanation meaning that this particular crop field, which is near the
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farm house and has a high production potential, is used by animals (mainly
lambing ewes in spring) needing close watch and energy nutriments. The e-sog

A is composed of five vertices: sheep-pen, farm-house and crop-field refer to
spatial entities while near and beside refer to spatial relations. The roles of the
entities are given by the labels associated with the edges between the vertices,
namely subject (the relations are symmetrical).

The e-sog denoted by B describes another spatial structure with another
explanation which means that the access to the farm is easy since it is linked
to the main road by a smaller road. The explanation of the e-sog denoted
by C means that since the block of nougat paddocks is near the sheep pen, it
can be used in sequence (starting from the sheep pen and going farther as the
season passes) by high need animals in spring. The small fields inside the nougat
paddocks are used to attract the animals farther.

sheep−penbesidefarm−housecrop−field  near
subject subject ss

road1 (main)
object

link
object

farm−house

subject
road2

nougat (block)
subject

 near
subject

sheep−pen

Expl: the farm is linked to the main road (road1) and thus easily accessible 

B

A

Expl: high need animals use this crop field because it is near the farm house (to watch over) and with high potential

Expl: groups of high need animals use in sequence the different parts of this nougat block in spring 

C

Figure 5: Three cases representing a part of the farm of Figure 1.

These examples show that a farm organization is modeled with several e-

sogs. The different e-sogs can be combined into a general sog describing the
whole structure of a farm, and the explanations can be combined accordingly.
The set of e-sogs considered as reference cases for the analysis of new farms
defines the farm case base of the rosa system.

4 Knowledge Representation

The objective of the rosa system is to help the analysis of farm spatial and
functional organizations, wrt a set of previously analyzed farms. The reasoning in
the rosa system relies mainly on classification and case-based reasoning (cbr).
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Accordingly, the architecture of the rosa system is composed of the following
elements (Figure 6):
– a domain knowledge base, including the three hierarchies of agricultural and

spatial concepts,
– a case base, including a set of e-sogs,
– a cbr module combining a number of reasoning mechanisms, for spatial rea-

soning, graph matching, similarity computing and explanation adaptation,
– an interface for introducing the sogs and e-sogs, and displaying the results.

Knowledge base
- hierarchies of domain
  concepts and relations

Case base
- Spatial organization
  graphs with associated
  explanations (E-SOG)

ROSA : Reasoning on Organizations of
Space in Agriculture

Interface for bases
management, new case
edition and results display

Case base explanation module
 - Graphs matching
 - Spatial Inference rules
 - Similarity-path computation
 - Explanation adaptation

RACER : description logics
system
 - Satisfiability of concepts
   and knowledge base
 - Query server

Figure 6: The architecture of the ROSA system.

The representation and the reasoning mechanisms in the cbr module rely on
the racer description logic system [15], that provides an efficient subsomption
test and an associated classification procedure. The domain knowledge and the
cases are represented within the racer system. Below, we first briefly introduce
the framework of description logics, and then we detail the representation of
domain knowledge and cases.

4.1 Description logics

The present research work is a continuation of a previous research work on the
representation of spatial structures and topological relations [26, 22, 23]. The
knowledge representation formalism formerly used was relying on an object-
based representation system, with representation primitives similar to those of
description logics. In the present work, the knowledge representation formalism
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has to enable the representation and the manipulation of complex spatial struc-
tures modeled by sogs and e-sogs. Thus, the use of a description logic system
has been a natural choice for extending and improving the previous research
results. Furthermore, description logics have proven to be valuable and efficient
for spatial reasoning [13, 14].

Briefly (see for example [11, 2] for a complete survey), a dl system allows
the representation of knowledge using descriptions that can be concepts, roles
or individuals. A concept represents a set of individuals and is composed of
roles representing properties of the concept and relations with other concepts.
Descriptions of concepts and roles are built according to a set of constructors (e.g.
and, or, not,...). Concepts can be either primitive or defined, and are organized
within a hierarchy using the subsumption relation. The concept hierarchy (also
called TBox) corresponds to the ontological level of knowledge representation.
Beside the concept hierarchy, a set of assertions in which individuals are involved
forms the so-called ABox of the dl system. An assertion can be a concept or a
role instantiation. Reasoning is based on concept satisfiability, knowledge base
(TBox + ABox) satisfiability, classification and instantiation. In the framework of
the rosa system, the two main procedures are classification and instantiation.
The former is used to classify a concept in the concept hierarchy according to
the search of its most specific subsumers and most general subsumees. The latter
is used for finding the concepts of which a given individual may be an instance.

We have chosen to use the racer dl system [15] because it provides a very
rich set of constructors for descriptions, and the means for exploiting a con-
cept hierarchy and a set of assertions. Actually, racer implements the SHIQ
description logic [14], one of the most expressive dl at the moment. The sub-
sumption test (on which is based classification) and the instantiation test are
efficient operations in racer. Furthermore, concrete domain (number, string)
are also available, as well as an interface with xml.

4.2 The domain knowledge and case bases in the ROSA system

The TBox of the rosa system is composed of a hierarchy of concepts denoted
by HC , a hierarchy of indexes denoted by HIdx (see below), and a hierarchy
of roles denoted by HR. At present, the hierarchy HR only includes the roles
object and subject. The hierarchy HC includes the domain hierarchies HCC
and HCR and introduces a concept Sog4 representing the sogs in a general way,
as a list of vertices whose type5 is the concept Vertex. A vertex may be a spatial
entity whose type is the concept Region, or a spatial relation between entities
4 In the following, the name of concepts is capitalized while the name of individuals is

in normal size.
5 The type of a concept is itself; the type of an individual i is the most specific concept

of which i is an instance (this concept is unique in the rosa system).
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whose type is the concept Relation. It can be noticed here that only a list of
vertices is recorded for a Sog; edges are retrieved when necessary through the
vertices of type Relation to which they are attached. The concept E-Sog, is a
specialization of the concept Sog and encloses an explanation that (at present)
is a string of type Explanation.

A particular sog is represented as an instance of the concepts Sog or E-Sog.
For example, the e-sog denoted by A on Figure 5 is represented as an instance
of E-Sog with:
– a list of vertices constituted by instances of Crop-field, Farm-house, and

Sheep-pen linked to each other by an instance of the relation Near and an
instance of V-near (Beside is a specialization of V-near, see Figure 3);

– an instance of the concept Explanation representing the text of the expla-
nation given in Figure 5.
At present, the case base of the rosa system is made of the complete descrip-

tions of nine farms (four from Causses and five from Lorraine). The description
of a farm relies on an average of ten cases represented by instances of E-Sog.
The cases are clustered and organized within the hierarchy HIdx, with respect
to generic sogs, called indexes (Figure 7). Finally, the elements in the domain
knowledge base and in the case base (TBox + ABox) provide the knowledge on
farm spatial and functional organizations used for solving new analysis problems,
as this is explained in the next section.

near almondfarm−house

farm−house

sheep−pen beside

sheep−pen beside rough−grazing

rough−grazingtouch

touch

 Near−or−EC

 Near−or−EC

Building

INSTANCES: E−SOG

INSTANCES: E−SOG

Building Grassland

Building Inside Grassland

sheep−pen

crop−field

almond touch

sheep−pen

SUBCONCEPT

nougat (block)

Building Relation Agri−land

Crop

near

near

crop−field

Figure 7: The hierarchical indexed case base HIdx (explanations are not repre-
sented). The instance at the bottom of the figure depends on two concepts.
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5 Reasoning in the ROSA system

In the rosa system, the analysis of a new farm is based on a hierarchical cbr

process. Recall that cbr relies on three main operations : retrieval, adaptation
and memorization. Given a new target problem to be solved, denoted by tgt,
the system searches in the case base for a source case (srce,Sol(srce)) where
the srce problem is similar to the tgt problem. The solution of the tgt problem
is built by adapting the solution Sol(srce) of the source problem. Finally, the
new pair (tgt,Sol(tgt)) may be memorized in the case base according to its
interest.

In our framework, a problem statement corresponds to a query for the analy-
sis of the spatial structure of a new farm, and the solution is a set of explanations
on the farm functional organization. Actually, a target problem is represented
as a sog, say tgt, for which an explanation Expl(tgt) must be found. A source
case is an e-sog (srce,Expl(srce)), where srce is a sog and Expl(srce) the
corresponding explanation. The retrieval operation consists in searching for one
or more source cases (srce,Expl(srce)) providing an explanation for the tgt

problem. In practice, the retrieval operation consists in an exploration of the
rosa case base for finding a source case matching (a part of) the tgt problem.
The case retrieval is based on the strong and smooth classification principles
introduced in [24, 25]. The objective is to define a so-called similarity path be-
tween the problems tgt and srce, that can be used for adapting the Expl(srce)
explanation into a new explanation, Expl(tgt). Below, the retrieval process is
described, following an introduction of strong and smooth classifications in the
rosa system.

5.1 CBR principles in ROSA

The retrieval operation in the rosa system is based on a classification of the
current problem statement, denoted by tgt, in the index hierarchy HIdx of
the case base. It determines one or more source cases, that can be reused for
solving the target problem after adaptation. When one or more source cases are
available, then a source case, denoted by srce, is selected according to a given
preference criterion, and the adaptation process is activated: this corresponds to
the strong classification operation. When no source case is available, then the
smooth classification process has to be activated.

The adaptation operation is linked to the retrieval operation by the notion
of similarity path. Such a path can be seen as a sequence of operations, i.e.
generalization and specialization, linking the srce problem statement of the
source case to the tgt problem statement. In this way, the strong classification
process is used to design the following similarity path:

srce � idx(srce) � tgt
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The relation srce � idx(srce) means that the index associated with the
source case, i.e. idx(srce), is more general than the statement srce of the source
case6. The relation idx(srce) � tgt means that the index of the source case
is more general than the target problem. The similarity path is valid only if the
index idx(srce) is different from the top of the index hierarchy HIdx.

As soon as a similarity path has been found, the adaptation operation may
be performed, based on two main operations, generalization and specialization.
The first step within adaptation is to generalize the explanation Expl(srce) to
produce an explanation Expl(idx(srce)) that in turn is specialized into an ex-
planation Expl(tgt). The generalization and specialization operations used for
building the explanation Expl(tgt) are parallel to the corresponding operations
in the similarity path.

srce � idx(srce) � tgt

↓ ↑
Expl(srce) � Expl(idx(srce))� Expl(tgt)

The strong classification process relies on an exact matching between the
source and the target problem statements. This is not always true: it is then
necessary to transform the target problem in order that the strong classification
operation may be applied7. In other words: smooth classification = strong clas-
sification + transformation. In this way, the similarity path being built has the
following format:

srce � idx(srce) � Tr(tgt) ← tgt

The transformations Tr being applied to tgt in the rosa system are spatial
transformation rules, as described in Section 3.1. In a more general way, these
transformations depends on the application domain. According to this smooth
similarity path, the adaptation is based on three main operations, generalization,
specialization, and transformation. The generalization and specialization opera-
tions are performed as in strong classification, and a transformation operation is
applied to the Expl(Tr(tgt)) explanation, in parallel with the transformation
operation in the similarity path, to produce an explanation for the tgt problem.

srce � idx(srce) � Tr(tgt) ← tgt

↓ ↑
Expl(srce) � Expl(idx(srce))� Expl(Tr(tgt))→ Expl(tgt)

A cost is associated to a similarity path, depending on the operations that
are used to build the different steps of the path: generalization, specialization
6 As an index must be.
7 In [24, 25], both the source and the target problem statements are transformed within

the smooth classification operation.
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and transformation. One important thing, that will not be discussed here, is to
find a similarity path of minimal cost, with the goal of minimizing the number
of adaptation operations.

5.2 Case retrieval strategy

We now detail the retrieval process in the context of the rosa system. Let tgt
be an instance of Sog, representing the spatial organization of a new farm to
be analyzed. The search for a source case that can explain the tgt problem is
based on strong classification, possibly followed by smooth classification.

5.2.1 Strong classification

Given tgt, an instance of Sog, we call Tgt the type of tgt, i.e. the concept of
which tgt is an instance. The concept Tgt is classified within the index hierarchy
HIdx of the case base. This classification process determines the set of the most
specific subsumers of Tgt, denoted by SIdx(Tgt)8. An index G in SIdx(Tgt)
corresponds to a part of the target problem: actually the graph G matches a
subgraph of Tgt.

According to the hirarchical organization of the case base HIdx, G is an index
of a set of cases SG. The following similarity path is built between each srce

case of SG and the tgt problem.

srce � idx(srce) = G � Tgt � tgt

In this way, each element of SIdx(Tgt) leads to a set of cases that are asso-
ciated to different parts of tgt. A corresponding number of similarity paths are
built, and a set of explanations can be obtained accordingly.

5.2.2 Smooth classification

Some parts of Tgt may remain unanalyzed after the strong classification pro-
cess, and are undertaken within the smooth classification process. The parts
that have been analyzed within the strong classification process are marked and
are no longer taken into account unless it is explicitly stated by the system
user. However, any part of Tgt, even already analyzed, can be selected for an
alternative study based on the smooth classification process.

The smooth classification process relies on two main operations. Firstly, a
transformation rule Tr is applied to the relation vertices of the unanalyzed parts
of Tgt, provided that the triggering conditions of Tr are fulfilled. For example,
the rule Tr-2 can be applied to a relation vertex if its type is Between-2EC and
8 If G ∈ SIdx(Tgt), there is no element G’ �= G in HIdx such that Tgt � G’ � G.
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if the neighboring region vertices are of Surface type. Only one transformation
rule is allowed to be applied to a relation vertex (composition of rules is not
allowed). The choice of the rule to be applied is guided by the system user.

Then, the transformed sog, say Tr(Tgt), is classified into the index hierarchy
HIdx of the case base. The process is carried on in the same way as in the strong
classification process, producing similarity paths between the source cases and
the tgt problem, as follows :

srce � idx(srce) � Tr(Tgt) ← Tgt � tgt

Finally, the result of the smooth classification process is a set of source cases
and similarity paths, associated to particular parts of tgt.

6 Example

In this section we describe the analysis of a tgt sog representing a part of the
spatial organization of a farm in Causse Méjan. The tgt sog is described in Fig-
ure 8, with the two source cases and the index retrieved during the strong clas-
sification process. According to the classification of Tgt, i.e. the concept instan-
tiating tgt, within the index hierarchy HIdx, the most specific subsumer of Tgt
is the index Index1 that matches the subgraph (Paddock,V-near,Sheep-pen)
of Tgt (bold, see Figure 8). Then Tgt is compared to the instances of Index1,
namely srce11 and srce12. The comparison is based on vertex matching and the
similarity paths between the target and source sogs are designed accordingly:

– from Tgt to srce11, the following operations have to be done:
• Paddock - rough-grazing : generalization of Paddock into Grassland

and then specialization into Rough-grazing (Paddock � Grassland �
Rough-grazing, see Figure 2).
• V-near - beside: Beside is specialization of V-near.
• Sheep-pen - sheep-pen: sheep-pen is an instance of Sheep-pen.

– from Tgt to srce12, the following operations have to be done:
• generalization of V-near into Near (V-near � Near, see Figure 3),
• generalization of Paddock into Grassland and then specialization into
Nougat (Paddock � Grassland � Nougat).

Then, as some parts of Tgt have not been analyzed, the smooth classification
process is activated. Transformation rules are applied to the relation vertices
that have not been classified, i.e. EC, Inside, Far. For example, the rule Tr-

1 (see section 3.1) may be applied, according to a user request. Actually, in
the Tgt sog, the Crop-field vertex is linked to the Paddock vertex through
an Inside vertex, and the Paddock vertex is linked to the Sheep-pen vertex
through a V-near vertex. When applying the rule Tr-1 to the vertices Inside
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s
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Expl: high need animals use in sequence the different parts of this nougat block in spring 

Tgt

s s s

s

Expl: this rough grazing is used rather freely by low need animals (in winter)

tgt

srce11

srce12

s s
Paddock V−near Sheep−pen

Figure 8: A simplified example of case retrieval within the strong classification
process. Recall that Beside is a specialization of V-near.

and V-near, a new graph is obtained, where the Crop-field and Sheep-pen

vertices are linked through a new Near vertex (bold, see Figure 9).
The Tr-1(Tgt) sog resulting from the application of Tr-1 to Tgt is clas-

sified within the index hierarchy HIdx. The index Index2 described in Fig-
ure 9 is a most specific subsumer of Tr-1(Tgt), as it matches the subgraph
(Crop-field,Near,Sheep-pen) of Tr-1(Tgt). Similarity paths between the trans-
formed sog and the source cases that are instances of Index2, namely srce21

and srce22, are computed as follows:
– from Tr-1(Tgt) to srce21, the following operations have to be performed:
• generalization of Sheep-pen into Building and then specialization into
Farm-house (Sheep-pen � Farm-building � Building � Farm-house,
see Figure 2),
• generalization of Crop-field into Crop and then specialization into Almond

(Crop-field � Crop � Almond).
– from Tr-1(Tgt) to srce22, the following operations have to be done:
• generalization of Sheep-pen into Building and then specialization into
Farm-house (just as before).

Finally the results of the retrieval process are presented to the agronomist
for rejection or validation. In the present example, the agronomist has rejected
the srce11 source case, and validated the three other cases. The rejection of
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BuildingNear−or−EC
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Index2 Crop

Expl: high need animals use this field because it is near the house (to watch over) and with high potential

Crop−field

srce22

TR(Tgt)

s

s

V−near Sheep−pen

Near

Figure 9: A simplified example of case retrieval within the smooth classification
process.

srce11 is motivated by the fact that rough grazing is used by low need animals,
while a paddock beside a sheep pen is rather used by high need animals (as the
other retrieved source cases can be interpreted).

Actually, experiments of this kind are meaningful and give directions for
completing and revising the knowledge bases, and for improving reasoning and
problem solving.

7 Discussion and related work

7.1 Spatial representation and description logics

The work presented here follows a previous work on the representation and the
classification of spatial structures in an object-based knowledge representation
system [23]. In this previous work, the problem of recognizing spatial structures
on images is considered as a classification problem, where patterns of structures
are represented by classes and the image regions are represented by individuals
to be classified with respect to classes. Topological relations are reified, i.e. repre-
sented as classes with attributes and facets, and organized within a lattice-based
hierarchy. In the present work, we are mainly interested in the functional inter-
pretation of spatial structures. Thus, instead of relying on predefined structure
patterns, the reasoning in the rosa system takes advantage of a collection of
individuals, namely e-sogs, that are used as references for analyzing new spatial
structures. Classification-based reasoning is completed by case-based reasoning,
and both are combined within the reasoning process of the rosa system.
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In addition, in the present work, no procedural module is needed for recogni-
tion purposes, and thus the choice of a description logic system is well founded.
Indeed, dl systems have been used in an efficient way in a number of research
works on qualitative spatial reasoning. In [13, 14], the authors propose to rep-
resent spatial objects and relations within the racer system, and to perform
spatial reasoning based on consistency checking and classification. From the ap-
plication point of view, regions are represented by polygons (elements of the
concrete domain), and reasoning is carried on relations between polygons, for
recognizing regions with specific characteristics and answering queries to a map
database. In [27], spatio-temporal default reasoning is introduced: default knowl-
edge is represented within rules and used for completing and making more precise
queries to a map database. In our case, transformation rules are used on spatial
structures for a better matching with the individuals of a spatial case base.

7.2 The combination of classification and case-based reasoning

Two fundamental modes of reasoning are used in the rosa system: classification
of concepts and relations, and hierarchical case-based reasoning for the func-
tional analysis of spatial structures. Regarding cbr, our work is mainly inspired
by similarity paths introduced in [24, 25], and can also be related to a number of
other works [18, 17, 34]. In [18], the cases are indexed by a hierarchy of concepts;
the retrieval and adaptation operations are based on the classification of con-
cepts. The decomposition of adaptation is based on two kinds of classification,
and can be likened to strong and smooth classification. Moreover, some of the
ideas on memorization in [18] could be reused in our own context. In [34], a case
is described by an individual and the similarity between a source case and a
target case is based on the search of the least common subsumer (lcs) of two
concepts. The source cases retrieved are then classified according to a dissimilar-
ity measure between the source and the target cases. In our approach, the cases
are also represented by individuals, and the matching between a source case and
a target case is based on the search of a graph playing a role similar to the lcs

concept. In addition, transformation operations such as insertion, deletion and
substitution, are used to build a similarity path.

Regarding graph classification, the main inspiration comes from the works
described in [28, 35]. Indeed, the matching of spatial structures presents similar
characteristics to the matching of molecular structures. In the present work, the
matching process relies on the comparison of the composition of structures, and
is considered from two viewpoints.
– When the considered sog is reduced to a triple (region,relation,region)

– or a quadruple in case of ternary relations –, then the classification mech-
anism in racer is sufficient on its own. Actually sogs containing only one
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relation vertex are represented as defined concepts in racer, and can be
directly classified within the index hierarchy HIdx.

– When the considered sog is composed of at least two relations, then an
external module for graph matching has to be invoked. This external module
has been especially designed for testing sog matching, and is associated to
the racer system.

7.3 The adaptation problem

A number of problems have to be solved for providing an efficient and generic
adaptation process in rosa. As explained before, the adaptation process in cbr

is mainly dependent on the matching of source and target problems. In the rosa

system, the matching of sogs relies on concept classification and transformation
rules. These rules play an important role in the design of similarity paths, and
thus in the adaptation process. Furthermore other rules have to be designed to
adapt the explanations from a source case to a target problem.

At present, the system returns one or more similarity paths leading from
the retrieved source cases to the target problem. The agronomist is in charge of
rejecting or validating the corresponding explanations. This decision process can
also be undertaken by the system, at least in part, using adaptation knowledge
(as discussed in [4, 19]), but this aspect is out of the scope of the present paper.

8 Conclusion

The present paper describes the knowledge-based system rosa, that works on
spatial and functional organizations of farms. The objective of this system is to
help agronomists to analyze the spatial organization of farms with respect to
their functioning. Our approach is based on classification and hierarchical case-
based reasoning in a description logics framework, namely the racer system. A
hierarchical domain model and a hierarchical case base have been designed and
implemented. Spatial structures are modeled within spatial organization graphs,
and manipulated on the basis of classification procedures and transformation
rules. The retrieval process in rosa is based on graph matching and the definition
of similarity paths between graphs. Moreover, the whole approach presented in
this paper can be considered as being of general interest for the representation
and manipulation of spatial structures as graphs.

The rosa system is still under development, and there are a number of
points that must be made more precise and worked further. One important
point holds on the sog matching process based on transformation rules. The
choice of the rules is fundamental wrt the building of useful similarity paths
for the adaptation step. Regarding this point, the following questions have still
to be investigated: which graphs are comparable, and how adaptation can be
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performed accordingly, i.e. how explanations can be represented and adapted in
the general case? To answer these questions, experiments must be carried on for
designing and comparing farm choremes and sogs.
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